
Smart 
security for 
the future 
workplace



In an ultra-connected business world where cyberattackers are smarter 
than ever, only a handful of organizations still think that a security 
breach is something that only happens to other companies. Yet many 
struggle with the challenge of putting the right safeguards in place to 
shield valuable assets – information and devices alike – without driving 
up workloads and worry for IT teams.

Fujitsu makes your business more secure without making your life 
more complicated. From hands-on advice on what to do and where to 
get started, to fully managed security services, you’ll benefit from a full 
range of products and solutions including identity and access 
management, workplace protection and disk deletion.

Resolving the  
security challenge



What should security solutions ideally offer? As well as keeping valuable 
business information confidential, they should give users easy, seamless yet 
secure access to all the applications, IT services and information they need, 
from anywhere, at any time, on any device. Fujitsu offers integrated security 
packages to keep security both smart and simple.

The security wish list

There’s no need to remember passwords anymore. Fujitsu makes 
things easy with its unique biometric-authentication method, based 
on palm veins. With Fujitsu’s PalmSecure™ technology, users can 
confirm their identity by scanning their palm vein pattern. Security  
no longer revolves around authenticating passwords; it’s all about 

authenticating people. The Fujitsu PalmSecure™ palm vein scanner is 
available on numerous Fujitsu client computing devices, from tablets 
and Mini PCs to workstations, as well as external devices.

Who needs passwords when you have PalmSecure™?

Precision of Authentication Methods Compared

■  Palm veins are unique, and stay the same for life
■  Biometric pattern hidden under the skin 
■  Cannot be forged
■  Highly hygienic due to no-contact operation
■  Easy and intuitive to use

Fact file: Palm vein technology
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Authentication Method FAR* (%) FRR* (%)

Face recognition ~ 1.3 ~ 2.6

Voice recognition ~ 0.01 ~ 0.3

Fingerprint ~ 0.001 ~ 0.1 

Finger vein ~ 0.0001 ~ 0.01

Iris/retina ~ 0.0001 ~ 0.01

Palm vein < 0.00001* ~ 0.01

Visit Fujitsu PalmSecure  
webpage to know more:
www.fujitsu.com/palmsecure

* FAR = False Acceptance Rate
* FRR = False Rejection RatePR
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Instead of piecemeal security tools that lack coordination, 
Fujitsu offers Workplace Protect, an integrated Windows 
login solution that makes it easy to configure pre-boot 
authentication with single-sign-on to MS Windows and 
identity management.

When devices are decommissioned, it’s vital to make 
certain confidential data on drives is fully and irrevocably 
deleted. EraseDisk wipes HDD and even SDD without any 
additional tools. Being part of the BIOS, it cannot be lost 
during the lifetime of the device. 

Workplace Protect “family“

Erase Disk

■  Local management of security settings for devices
■  Easy user authentication with 

biometric devices or SmartCards
■  Encrypted container: stores sensitive 

data in a virtual encrypted drive, thereby 
ensuring highest data protection

■  Highly secure authentication by MFA 
(Multi-Factor Authentication)

■  Password safe, manages login data to 
websites and stores login credentials

■  AutoLock function to protect system 
when the user leaves the desk 

■  Optional remote configuration of security settings 
and devices via Workplace Manager: perfect 
for IT environments with over 50 workplaces

■  Extendable to enterprise solution with 
Workplace Protect Active Directory

■  No separate installation required, as already 
implemented within the UEFI firmware of the device

■  Saves millions of drives and protects 
the environment: drives can be re-used 
instead of being physically destroyed

■  Excellent security: four deletion options 
with up to 35 deletion passes for HDD, 
and ATA Secure Erase for SDD

■  Creates an auditable logfile
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Find out more: 
To learn how Fujitsu can keep your business secure, please visit our website at: 
www.fujitsu.com/fts/secure

Visit Fujitsu Erase Disk webpage to know more. 
www.fujitsu.com/fts/erasedisk

Visit Fujitsu Workplace Protect family webpage to know more.
www.fujitsu.com/fts/workplace-protect


